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ERHAPS it’s a sign of my advancing years, but I

was hugely saddened to receive intimation from

Timeform that they will no longer be offering a

mail order service, a decision which means that they will

cease publication of the ‘Racehorse’ annual and of the

weekly Timeform Black Book with immediate effect.

At the age of four or five, my family moved to a house in

Bothwell Road, Hamilton, opposite Hamilton Park

racecourse. The racecourse itself soon became a matter of

fascination for me; each meeting, or at least those blessed

with clement weather, saw waves of racegoers walking

along Bothwell Road, to and from the track, and we

watched in fascination as pickpockets plied their trade upon

racegoers who had let their down their guard as they strove

to board Glasgow-bound buses after racing.

My interest in the racing itself grew as I got older, and

I’ll never forget my first introduction to Timeform. My

grandmother lived in a flat in central Hamilton, and

neighbours called one day with some bags of books they

were planning to discard to see if she wanted to read some

of them. Among them was a copy of a Timeform Black

Book. To my grandmother’s puzzlement, I took this and

began to read it; I was fascinated to read about horses I had

seen running at Hamilton, and enthralled by, what seemed

to me at the time, the magical secret codes and symbols

which accompanied the commentaries.

I began to subscribe to the Racehorses Annuals in 1979.

Quite simply, they have been a source of joy to me across

the years. Beautifully presented, they offer not only

fascinating essays and photographs of the horses who have

contested each year’s top races, but an appreciation of, and

a commentary on, the people, horses and events which have

had a significant impact on the sport in each year.

Over the years, I have also thoroughly enjoyed other

publications from the Timeform stable, including their

annual Statistical Reviews, and books such as ‘Favourite

Racehorses’, which have always been produced to a high

quality, as well as being informative.

So you’ll forgive me if I regard Timeform’s decision as

marking the, unwelcome, end of an era. I looked at their

website the other day; clearly, there is a wide variety of

features, not just on racing, which are designed to provide a

toolbox for punters. However, it’s hard to envisage them

continuing to chart and document the sport as it progresses

in the same way that they have done in the past, and as, for

example, the Wisden annual does for cricket.

In his letter to subscribers, Geoff Greetham, Publishing

Editor of the Timeform Annuals, explains that Timeform’s

customers have been increasingly choosing the company’s

online products and services over their printed publications,

a shift accelerated by the current pandemic. I’m sure he’s

right; indeed, during the initial lockdown period, my family

persuaded me to shift to reading the Racing Post online,

rather than to risk my, and their health, by venturing out to

source a paper copy each day.

UT here’s the thing: I simply can’t remember the

last time I read the Post from cover to cover, partly

through being busy with other things to do, but

partly also because reading the paper online is far less

convenient (and enjoyable) than reading it from a physical

copy carefully positioned on the breakfast table. It would

be a shame if Timeform’s customers were to exhibit similar

traits to mine.
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AM indebted to Ged Shields of the Keep Owners in

Racing pressure group for forwarding to me a copy of

the Industry Ownership Strategy and the ROA’s ‘For

The Love of Racing’ published recently. 

In the latter document, a 27-page strategy pamphlet

distributed to ROA members, the ROA briefly sets out its

vision, mission and values before identifying five goals, each

grouped with a set of objectives, initiatives and proposed

measures.

For example, under the goal of ‘Inspiring Ownership’, one

objective is to ‘promote ownership through the ROA and

inspire the next generation of owners’; an initiative is to

‘maximise events in the British social calendar’; and a

measure is to ‘increase the number of owners and the number

of horses in training’.

The text of the pamphlet is well-intentioned, but, crucially,

this is not the starting point of this project. This is three years

down the road, with £1.2m of levy funding having been spent

already. Racing needs more than a vague assertion of goals

and visions; it needs practical proposals which are going to

make a difference in the real world, with concrete targets and

a set of criteria by which we can judge whether progress is

being made.

One thing shines out as you read through the IOS and the

ROA pamphlet; the single biggest thing which will assist in

retaining owners and attracting new investment into racing is

an increase in prize-money. That £1.2m might have been

better spent.
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ELL done to Hollie Doyle, recently named the

Sunday Times Sportswoman of the Year. It has

been fantastic to see her progress in the last

couple of years, and wonderful to see her raise the profile of

not just racing, but women in racing, with this recognition

from outside the industry.W
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